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What are Coral Reefs?
Coral Reefs are large, diverse underwater ecosystems
made from coral; the skeletons of colonial marine
invertebrates. The type of coral responsible for these
ecosystems are known as “hard” coral due to them
extracting calcium carbonate from the seawater to
create a hard, protective exoskeleton that covers their
soft, sac-like bodies. Individually coral is known as a
polyp, animals that can take many forms, living on the
exoskeletons of their ancestors and adding their own
exoskeleton to the preexisting coral structure, causing
the coral to grow.

Reefs are dying... Why?
Natural threats:
- Diseases
- Predators
- Storms
https://www.whoi.edu/news-insights/content/virgin-island-corals-in-crisis/

Human caused threats:
- Pollution
- Overfishing, blast fishing
- Coral mining
- Digging canals to access
bays or islands
- Climate change/ warming oceans
- Acidification: when oceans absorb immense
amounts of CO2 from it being released into the air
from the burning of fossil fuels ~ The rising
temperatures cause environmental stress on the
corals and can kill them, causing them to “bleach”.
This is knowing as coral bleaching, when they lose
their vital symbiosis with algae and turn stark
white.

https://www.courthousenews.com/ag-runoff-the-new-suspect-incoral-bleaching-epidemic/

Why should you care?

• Eliminate dumping materials and chemicals into the
oceans
• Check your sunscreen ingredients
• Pick up your trash and others if you see in
on our beaches
• Chemicals form fertilizers increases algae
growth and blocks sunlight to coral- don’t
send these into our waterways
• Reduce and regulate fishing and poaching more closely
• Practice safe boating- don’t anchor or drag chains near
coral reefs, anchor in sandy areas
• If you dive, don’t touch the coral
• Monitor water quality runoff
• Choose sustainable seafood
• Conserve water: the less water you use, the less runoff
and wastewater will find its way to our oceans
• Use long lasting light bulbs- energy efficient light bulbs
reduce greenhouse gas emissions & climate change is
one leading threat to coral reef survival
• Volunteer- help clean up our oceans/beaches
• if you don’t live on the coast- get involved
in protecting your local watershed

https://images.app.goo.gl/H56VkYV46oqt2Ng89

The coral reefs are crucial for marine species and keep
the ocean functioning. Along with providing various
resources and opportunities for people, so much so that
it is estimated these reefs provide $30 billion annually in
direct economic benefit worldwide through fishing,
fisheries, and tourism alone. Not accounting for the
protection, new medication, or food they provide as well.
Without coordinated efforts to protect and save these
reefs, worldwide, we will not only be out billions of
dollars, but lose one of our primary producers for our
ecosystem. It is dire to understand that the root of this
problem is urbanization and population growth, it’s about
limited knowledge and mass ignorance, and it’s about
environmental processes/change leading to negative
changes in human health. We must put priority in saving
our reefs, to save our oceans, and save ourselves. If you
care about your family and your life, you should care
about the reefs!!!!

https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/animals-and-nature/jellyfish-corals-and-anemones/corals/

Being that coral polyps can take many forms (reef
building colonies, flowing fans, or small solitary
organisms) there are thousands of different species that
inhabit various ecosystems from warm tropical waters to
the dark depths of the ocean, all feeding by catching
small marine life or gaining energy via photosynthesis.

Who needs Coral Reefs?
Coral reefs are known as the “rainforest of the sea”. The
reefs provide food, shelter, and areas for breeding for
about 25% of the ocean’s marine species. When it
comes to the environment, reefs generate half of Earth’s
oxygen and absorb one-third of the carbon dioxide
generated from burning fossil fuels. Along with this, the
reefs provide people with food, jobs, new medicines,
and even protection from storms and erosion. The coral
reefs are not only important to the environment and
marine life, but to the economy as well.

https://news.cornell.edu/stories/2018/01/oceanic-plastic-trashconveys-disease-coral-reefs

https://images.app.goo.gl/tYQBttHmubPdxxN48

One Health approach saves
the reefs!!!
One health looks at the interconnectedness of health
between the environment and human, animal, and plant
life. Being that reefs span across all groups of health; a
one health approach is the best way to tackle this
problem. Healthy reefs will lead to healthy oceans, and a
healthy ocean is vital for all life on Earth. There needs to
be changes in order to stop this die off. First and
foremost, people must be educated on this issue via
videos, seminars, TED talks, articles, word of mouth, etc.
and let them know how they can help. Some ways to help
are:

https://thefisheriesblog.com/2017/09/25/fisheryregulations/
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